
          
 
 
    

      
 

   
  

    
    

  
      

     
 

  
    

     
   

 
    
    

   
      

    
       

    
    

 
    

    
     

  
    

   
 

  
      

   
       

         
 

     
  

  

     
 

WARD 12 PART -- COMMUNITY MEETING 
Tuesday October 27, 2015  - 7:00 pm       

Zion Heights  Junior High School  

ER17 Superintendent of Education Linda Curtis welcomed everyone to the meeting. Approximately 150 
members of the community were present. Also in attendance was Peter Naperstkow (Planning), along 
with numerous school administrators.  Interpreters for Mandarin, Cantonese, Korean and Farsi were 
made available to all participants, as well as Child minders. 

Trustee Alexander Brown was introduced and he thanked everyone for attending. This is the third 
community meeting in this process. He shared background for this review and the Long Term Program 
Strategy (10 year plan) which ensures best programming and utilization of schools to meet the needs of 
students.  The plan is available on the TDSB web. He invited all participants to be part of this process 
and provide feedback following the presentation. 

Ms. Curtis outlined the structure of the meeting starting with a presentation to set the context and 
provide the proposed scenario, to be followed by an opportunity for feedback.  Three factors have led to 
this review of programs and school configurations in Ward 12 – Space Accommodation issues, a 2000 
Board motion regarding Junior High schools, and the Secondary Gifted Program Pathway. 

Ms. Curtis identified the 13 schools in the PART on a map of the Ward. The schools up Don Mills Road 
are over-enrolled, while the schools up Leslie Street are under-enrolled.  Projections show these 
patterns will continue. Yonge Street corridor schools continue to be over-enrolled because of current 
and future residential intensification over the next 20 years.  Additions or extensions to over-enrolled 
schools cannot be approved by the Ministry of Education when there are under-enrolled schools in the 
area below 65% utilization.  In fact, a utilization rate below 65% requires that school to be reviewed for 
closure. A chart including data on current and future enrolment projections was detailed (in the 
presentation) which highlighted capacity concerns. 

A Program Area Review Team (PART) was formed comprising the Trustee, Superintendent, Principals 
and School Council representatives of affected schools to review data, discuss impacts, and consider 
possible solutions.  The role of the PART is an advisory one which, after hearing from the broader 
community through public meetings, makes recommendations which are then brought forward to 
Senior Staff by way of a report, and then to the Director and Board of Trustees for approval. 
Implementation is dependent on if/when recommendations are approved. 

The guiding principles behind this Long Term Program and Accommodation Strategy (LTPAS) are 
Program Drivers (program choice - equity of opportunity and access to programs - fair access to 
specialized schools & programs - viability of program (ensuring it is a robust program) and 
Accommodation Drivers (good distribution of schools – minimal transition – minimal use of portables – 
service integration – good utilization – distinct attendance areas – efficient use of space). 

Scenario 5.2 is being recommended.  This involves the following – 
• Grade Changes 

o  Move grade  9 students from Highland  JHS and Zion Heights JHS to AY  Jackson SS.  
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Make Zion Heights and Highland Middle Schools (grades 6,7,8).  
o Move grade  6 students from Cresthaven**, Pineway,  Steelesview to  Zion Heights MS 

(making these feeder schools JK-5).  
o Move grade  6 students from Arbor Glen, Cliffwood, Cresthaven**, Hillmount  to  

Highland MS (making these feeder schools JK-5). 
o **  Because  Cresthaven’s PS attendance area is split into  two portions, students will 

transition to either Highland or Zion Hts  depending on where they live within the  
Cresthaven PS area.  

While grade changes alleviate the enrolment and accommodation problems somewhat, it still leaves some 
schools over or under-enrolled, so the following program changes are being recommended as well – 

•  
	  

	  
 	 
 	 

 	 
 	 

 	 

 	 
	  

 	 

 

 

 

 

	 

 	

 	

Change  Gifted Pathway  (to be phased in - current  students would finish where they started)  
o Current Gifted Pathway is Hillmount  PS  →  Zion  Hts JHS→  Don Mills  CI  and Lillian  PS→  

Cummer Valley  MS  →  Don Mills  CI.  
o Relocate Gifted  Programs from Hillmount  PS and  Lillian  PS  to Steelesview  PS.  
o Relocate  Gifted Program from Cummer Valley  MS to Zion  Hts.  
o Gifted Program will be offered at AY Jackson  SS  and students from new Steelesview  PS 

and Zion  Hts  program  sites  will transition there for grade  9 rather than to Don  Mills  CI.  
• Move Autism Program  

o Primary/Junior Autism Program moves from Finch  PS  to Pineway  PS.  
• Change French Programs  

o 	 Move Extended French  Program from Cliffwood  PS  to Cresthaven  PS  (current students  
grand- parented (those who  are in the  program would finish where  they started).  

o Convert  Middle Immersion Program at Hollywood  PS to Extended French  at Cresthaven  
PS.  

o French Immersion Program at  Cliffwood  PS  remains the same.  Pathway will change  
due to ongoing  PART  process in ER18.  A Public  Meeting is scheduled for October 27.  

o Noted that total number of French classes is  not diminished.  
• Shared Attendance Area –  Finch  PS & Steelesview  PS  

o Shared area was created when Snowcrest PS was  closed.  The current school, LB  
Pearson  PS is a French Immersion  Centre  and  has no  Regular program  attendance  
boundary. In this shared  attendance area, students  select either  school and pathway.   
For example,  Finch PS (→  Cummer Valley MS  →  Earl Haig SS) or Steelesview PS (→  Zion  
Hts  JHS →  AY Jackson SS).  Currently, 125 students K  –  12  chose to attend the  
Steelesview  PS, while 35  K  –  12 students chose to  attend the Finch PS.  

o Change  the  shared boundary to Steelesview  PS only, and the only pathway is to Zion Hts  
and AY Jackson SS.  Students can apply  to  attend other TDSB schools under the Optional  
Attendance Policy.  

A comparison of data for current situation and preferred option 5.2 was shared.  Only 2 schools would still 
be over-enrolled (Arbor Glen PS 115% and Hillmount PS 135%) and no school would be below 65% 
utilization. The number of portables required by 2024 is greatly reduced if option 5.2 is implemented. 

A map detailing all the development activity in Ward 12 was also made available. 

Question and Answer period followed. 
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Question I am strongly against the proposal to move the Gifted pathway. The two schools that are 
over-enrolled are schools where 50% of students are not from the neighbourhood.  Parents 
should have to produce additional documents to verify addresses. 

Answer We do have schools where it is alleged students are not from the neighbourhood. Families 
must provide documentation as proof that they live in the area and we do periodically 
conduct audits.  If we find students from outside the area, we have them moved at the end 
of the school year. We do request documentation when registering students. 

Question Is over-enrollment related to the quality of the school? Are they over enrolled because of 
better teaching? Are students registered from outside the area, like Markham? 

Answer Boundaries determine where you attend schools, other than those that offer specialized 
programs. EQAO marks etc. are only one measure of a school but there are many other 
measures. There are demographic shifts in the area from time to time (ie – due to extreme 
population growth). 
To address the issue of students coming from other areas, ie- Markham – we conduct 
regular audits.  For instance, one was conducted recently at Kennedy PS – only 2 students 
out of 600 were found to be from outside the area. 
Pineway is going through a demographic shift of its own – elderly people in that community 

remain occupying homes rather than younger families.  Some areas are experiencing the 
opposite. Changes are anticipated in future but at this point, we are trying to increase 
enrolment through the addition of other programs. 
AY Jackson is at 77% usage currently but it used to have 1300 students with 8 portables.  To 
address the issue of student numbers decreasing, the school now accepts international 
students. The quality of education is still there even though number of students has 
decreased. 
Overall, we believe the quality of teaching is excellent in all our schools. 

Question Where does the experience of a child start?  Getting out of the house in the morning and into 
the house in the afternoon – but your accommodation drivers don’t include an available 
childcare centre.  I am concerned about the loss of childcare with the transition of grade 6s to 
middle schools. How does this compare to the Catholic School Board options? 

Answer A number of parents are concerned about the loss of childcare with grade 6s moving to 
middle schools.  They are asking “will my child be ready”.  Our schools will support them 
with this transition. We can learn from the best practices of the current K – 5 schools. 
The Child Care Manager of TDSB has been contacted to determine what is available in the 
area but our data indicates that students in grade 6 usually get more involved in other after-
school programs (ie – Parks & Rec program). We are aware that we will have to work with 
the City of Toronto to see what supports can be put in place. 

Question The data here is from 2014 – what’s happened since – has it gone down or up? How 
accurate are trends? 

Answer Considerations include 5-10 years past history, third party information, census data, 
residential data from the City – which results in projections for the next 10 years so the 
trends are quite accurate.  It may not be perfectly accurate in terms of student numbers – 
we can only generalize where the hot spots are and where those trends are. 

Question I’m concerned about the transition for students related to resource staff and teachers. As the 
mom of a special needs student, we’ve had lots of challenges finding an EA.  This process can 
be challenging. Will EAs move with kids to provide consistency?  Will staff transition too?  
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Will this be in advance or only when problems occur? 
Answer Because there will be the same number of students, we anticipate that there will be no loss 

of teachers, just a shift of location.  The collective agreement provides the process for that. 
Employee Services would be involved if a change does happen. 
JHS has both secondary & elementary teachers so the secondary teachers would move as 
well if the grade 9 students are moved.  
If a student with special needs moves to another school, appropriate staff would be 
provided as well.  This would be well-planned and the process would start early to ensure 
there is adequate staff at the schools. 

Question Finding an after-school program is very challenging for us.  How long in advance would we 
know about the changes to provide us with enough time to make arrangements? 

Answer Part of our work is to provide recommendations for implementation. The timing of any 
changes is one piece of the implementation plan. Communication will be key. 
Once the consultation is final, an LFT meeting occurs again to review feedback and arrive at 
consensus on the recommendation to be made to the Board. That recommendation next 
goes to the Program & School Services committee for questions/changes which can go back 
& forth several times.  It then goes to the Board of Trustees (22) who decide whether or not 
to support the recommendation. 
Timelines depends on how long those processes take to arrive at a final decision. 

Question When someone goes to grade 6, they’ll need daycare. At Steelesview, the kindergarten 
daycare class sat empty because the school board did not approve it.  Decisions can take a 
very long length of time.  These proposals are a major shift which I do like, but things must be 
in place early enough, and 6 months to a year won’t work.  It will be too difficult for students. 

Answer Implementation of the pathway could take 3-4 years to fully roll out. Timing is critical and 
the implementation plan will be thoroughly considered. 

Question My child is in the FI program going into grade 2 next year – when will the students have to 
move and how far will they have to go to continue? 

Answer If these changes occur then your child would remain in the F1 program until grade 5.  Then 
they would move on to the grade 6 – 8 schools that is designated for F1 

Question What’s the real reason for the over-enrollment at Hillmount? The boundary includes a very 
mature community so why is the school over-enrolled? Arbor Glen is high as well. 
What is the human cost if the Gifted program is moved?  If the real reason is not because of 
the Gifted program, moving it will be unfair for the students in Hillmount. The quality of the 
education will drop. 
I believe birth rate & future residential development isn’t the cause. This isn’t convincing me 
why the number is so high there. 

Answer We want to keep the quality of education in all our schools – that’s why we’re proposing 
these changes.  
As to why there is continuing to be growth of students in the Hillmount area – there is 
potential for growth with the residential development planned in the area currently 
occupied by No Frills.  This would be the primary force for growth in the projected 
enrolment, plus a slight increase in birth rate, and residential development. 

Question If new development is the cause, why can’t the builders contribute to the building of new 
schools or additions? 

Answer (Response by Trustee Brown) 
Why doesn’t the builder give money to the TDSB?  Trustee Brown indicated that has to do 
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with the provincial government. The Catholic School Board gets Education Development 
Charges of $1,000 per new unit built because they got rid of all their excess space & schools.  
But because we have excess space in some schools throughout the city, we can’t collect 
those funds. Also, those funds can’t be used to build schools – only to acquire property. The 
legislation needs to be changed so we can access those funds in areas where schools are 
over-enrolled. 

Question Is this not really the fault of the City Planning Department that allows development to occur 
with no consideration of schools? 

Answer (Response by Trustee Brown) 
This is only 1 tool at our disposal. For example, the city has an official plan for the Yonge 
Street corridor. Looking at Finch to Steeles, there is no development yet but much is 
planned (100,000 units in the next 5 years) along with some commercial development. 
Developers make their proposals which are normally quite large in scope – the City asks 
them to modify the plans – once they’re happy with the proposal, the builder takes the 
approved plan to the Ontario Municipal Board. The OMB however reviews other 
development in the area and grants the expanded plan. So developers end up overriding 
City planners.  Places to Grow Act where parts of the city are identified as intensification 
areas are frequently part of the OMB decision.  This creates the problem we’re now seeing, 
but the province won’t allow us to collect government funds to expand schools. 

Question Even with the proposed changes, Pineway is still only projected to be at 66% capacity. Is 
there a way to bring new programs to Pineway to increase occupancy? The area is changing 
and enrolment may change in future, but without adding new programs we can’t increase. 

Answer The PART team with representatives from all schools is aware of this as a concern.  We are 
considering new programs – feedback will assist with this process.  STEM is a program we’re 
considering. 

Question Reason for over or under enrolled schools, is this more because some schools are good and 
some aren’t.  Parents shop around.  Gifted schools give more homework so students keep 
improving – other regular ones don’t provide as much homework and students don’t do as 
well.  To make average schools better, they need more homework. 

Answer We believe all our schools are good strong schools and students get the best education in 
every one of them. 

Participants were then invited to visit individual stations highlighting each area of change and provide 
feedback. 

Feedback 
Feedback Stations 

Ms. Curtis thanked everyone again for attending and for their  feedback.   The  PART committee will 
reconvene on October 29th  to  review feedback and  finalize recommendations.  

The meeting adjourned at 9:20 p.m. 
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